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neurons and skeletal muscle cells have a variety of voltage-gated sodium channels in their plasma
membrane (see figure 11-32, p. 634). some are fast-inactivating and are not used for signaling,

whereas some are persistent and are involved in maintaining the resting membrane potential. the
former type is called nav1 a sodium channels, and the latter type is called nav1 a – b sodium

channels. each of these has a different gating mechanism. the fast-inactivating channels are closed
by a mechanism involving a protein called nav1 a – l- in toxin 1. this toxin acts by preventing the

channel from opening. the persistent channels are closed by a mechanism involving a protein called
nav1 a – p- in toxin 2. this toxin acts by preventing the channel from closing. the persistent channels
are inactivated only during periods of strong stimulation of the cell. in these cells, the na+ -k+ pump
cannot keep up with demand for na+, and the persistent channels are open most of the time. by this

means, a neuron can maintain its resting membrane potential (about -60 mv) during intense
stimulation of the cell. when a cell is active, its membrane becomes more permeable to na+ and k+.

this is because the positive charge on the inside attracts more negative charge (electrons) in the
membrane. this is a result of the electrical activity that takes place in the cell. the negative charge

associated with the na+ and k+ ions is therefore increased and the potential of the membrane rises,
because the charges on the inside of the membrane are now greater than they were before the

membrane was active. this is the reason why action potentials occur in excitable cells. it is also why
a resting membrane can become depolarized by injecting large quantities of na+ and k+ into the

cells.
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the net result is a large efflux of k+ that hyperpolarizes the membrane, preventing the voltage-
sensitive na+ channels from opening. instead, the voltage-sensitive ca2+ channels open, and a large
influx of ca2+ ion follows, causing the membrane to hyperpolarize. the voltage-sensitive channels, in
turn, hyperpolarize the membrane. this inhibits the ca2+ channels, and the ca2+ efflux ceases. the

inhibitory receptors then slowly close, and the inhibitory ach-receptor channels are deactivated.
neurons do not fire spontaneously in a resting cell. but they do become depolarized to a threshold
potential for firing in response to one of several "excitatory" signals: chemical neurotransmitters

released by neighboring cells (autocrine, or peptide transmitter), or by exogenous chemicals such as
glutamate. signals that cause depolarization also evoke a strong inward current, which is either

carried by the chemical transmitter itself or (more commonly) by ions carried into the cell along with
the transmitter. this inward current depolarizes the membrane, sometimes to an extent that the cell
is no longer able to maintain its resting potential. when it does so, the cell fires an action potential.

the action potential consists of a sudden and large drop in the membrane potential, lasting for a brief
time, followed by a much smaller and slower hyperpolarization. if the sodium channel is blocked or
the depolarization is sufficiently large, the membrane depolarizes to a threshold voltage for firing. if

the inward current is big enough, the cell may overshoot this threshold and fire action potentials.
when the cell fires, it removes sodium from the cell and produces a transient increase in the

potassium conductance. this hyperpolarizes the membrane, which then returns to its previous value,
ready to fire another action potential. the repetition of these two phases (depolarization and

hyperpolarization) underlies the pattern of spike firing that characterizes most excitable cells. this is
shown more clearly in figure 11-40. 5ec8ef588b
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